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Pursuing infinite casting costume classics
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Hand stitch sewing machine-785S
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Hand stitch sewing machine-785F
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Decorative hand stitch sewing machine-351A
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Single hand automatic pants overlock machine-9501
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Automatic sewing machine for darts and waistband pleats-9407
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Automatic sewing machine for pants pocket facing-9307
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Auto jig sewing machine-9207
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Eyelet buttonhole sewing machine-591-112
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Eyelet buttonhole sewing machine-588-121
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Sleeve attaching sewing machine-657
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Hot air seam sealing machine-GT-918
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Chain stitch sewing machine-MP500
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Chain stitch sewing machine-MP307
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Imitation buttonhole sewing machine-6000S
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Single needle flat bed basting machine-1000
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Single needle cylinder basting machine-333
















	


  
  
Our main products include
hand stitch sewing machine, imitation buttonhole sewing machine, chain stitch sewing machine and other equipment for suits.
Â 
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Imitation buttonhole sewing machine
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We have an advanced
computer processing center production line
and special equipment for testing.
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Auto jig sewing machine-9207
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Sleeve attaching sewing machine-657
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Chain stitch sewing machine-MP500
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Imitation buttonhole sewing machine-6000S
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Single needle flat bed basting machine-1000
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Single needle cylinder basting machine-333
















	






























	



Get In Touch With Us!â€‹â€‹





For All Of Your Needs.







No. 158, Jiulongshan Rd, Puzhou Street, Longwan, Wenzhou, Zhejiang, China



+86-0577-56618769  â€ƒâ€ƒâ€ƒâ€ƒâ€ƒ â€ƒ+86-13819761597



+86-0577-56618769  â€ƒâ€ƒâ€ƒâ€ƒâ€ƒ â€ƒ+86-13819761597



sales@gutecn.com
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About Us
Â 
Our main products include hand stitch sewing machine, imitation buttonhole sewing machine, chain stitch sewing machine and other equipment for suits.





Quite Link
	Automatic sewing machine
	Hand stitch sewing
	Imitation buttonhole sewing
	Eyelet buttonhole sewing

	Basting and tacking







Contact Us
 
Email: sales@gutecn.com
Tel: +86-577-8688-7898
â€ƒ â€ƒ+86-13819761597
Add: No. 158, Jiulongshan Rd, Puzhou Street, Longwan, Wenzhou, Zhejiang, China
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